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Abstract —  The relationship between social entities and the model, structure and function of the relationship is mainly researched 
in the social network analysis. The main goal of social network analysis is to analyze and find the individual or the relationship 
between the dynamic consists of individual groups from the social potential network structure. An analysis model based on 
extracting the basic relationship with constraints is proposed in this paper. Finally. we mainly give the design method based on 
MongoDB to process big data for relationship network system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between social entities and the model, 
structure and function of the relationship is mainly 
researched in the social network analysis. At the same time, 
it also can used to explore the relationship between 
individuals in the community and the structure and its 
significance formed by individual relationship. In other 
words, the main goal of social network analysis is to analyze 
and find the individual or the relationship between the 
dynamic consists of individual groups from the social 
potential network structure. Google Wave is a kind of 
personal communication and collaboration tool. It is the 
Web service based on a local area, computing platforms and 
communication protocols. It aims at making the 
consolidation of email, instant messaging come true. Wikis 
and social network are a kind of network communication 
services [1]. Friendlee of HP is a mobile application for 
social life which can analyze the calls of user and the 
messages behavior to create the most intimate social 
network for users [2]. The twentieth topic in 2004 subjects 
guide supported by the nation social science fund project is 
about social network's basic theory and method research. It 
includes the basic theory of social network analysis, 
research methods, main genres, the latest progress, the 
frontier problem and the application of social network 
analysis in Chinese sociology research, etc [3]. 

An analysis model based on extracting the basic 
relationship with constraints is proposed in this paper. It 
defines the information extraction way of vast databases. 
And then the overall framework of relationship network 
analysis system is designed based on MongoDB, in which it 
makes the system hierarchy and function description. 
Finally, it makes a detailed introduction about the main 
techniques and implementation methods of the system’s 
each level. 

II. THE DATA Type Of Social Network Analysis 

The objects of social network analysis are 
social science data, and they are divided into three types, 
that’s, 

A. Attribute Data. 

 Attribute data is the data which are about the nature of 
actors, attitudes, opinions and behavior. They generally tend 
to be regarded as properties and characteristics of 
individuals or groups. It is the inherent characteristics of 
people, objects or events. Variable analysis is applicable to 
the analysis of the attribute data generally, such as 
correlation analysis, regression analysis, etc. Various 
attributes are considered as the values of certain variables. 

B. Relationship Data.  

Relational data is about contact, connection, or party, 
etc. This kind of data connect an actor with another actor 
together, so it cannot be restored to a single actor’s 
properties. Relationship is not the actors’ properties, but the 
properties of the actors system. These relationships make 
the relationship between the actors be contacted into a larger 
relationship system. the network analysis is analysis method 
for these relational data. While these relationships can also 
do regular quantitative statistical analysis, the social 
network analysis method is more suitable for the analysis of 
such data. Social network analysts think that it should take 
advantage of relational data to explain social phenomena, 
and relationship is the foundation of network analysis. The 
types of relationship data are given as follows. 

1) Phalanx formation data(Actor-Actor Data).  
It’s shown as the table 1 in the following. The 

relationship researched between the internal each study 
actor is also called 1-mode network, where the mode refers 
to the set of actors. The number of mold refers to the 
number of types of the social actors collection in the 
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network. In the actual collection, it is very easy to get the 
data which is similar to the following table 1. For example, 
assuming that A and B have a contact, then the number 1 is 
filled in the corner of the line A and column B, otherwise 0 
is filled there. 

TABLE I ACTOR-ACTOR DATA 

 A B C D 

A - 0 1 1 
B 1 - 0 1 
C 0 1 - 1 
D 1 0 0 - 

 
2) Actor-Event Data(Long phalanx formation data).  

The data which researches the relationship between the 
actor and event is also called affiliation data, it is shown as 
table 2 in the following. Affiliation data is one special type 
of 2-mode network. The social network is measured on the 
basis of two or more actors collection. 

TABLE II ACTOR-EVENT DATA 

 Event A Event B Event C 
A 0 0 1 
B 1 0 0 
C 0 1 0 
D 1 0 0 

 
3) Ideational Data. 

 Ideational data describe the meaning, motivation, 
definition, etc. The skill of analyzing this kind of data is 
weak than analyzing the former two kinds of data, although 
they are at the core of social science. In general, typological 
analysis put forward by Weber is the most excellent 
research, but the method need to be further developed. 

III. AN EXTRACTION MODEL BASED ON THE BASIC 

RELATIONSHIP WITH CONSTRAINTS  

A. Problem Description 

When collecting and extracting actual data, data sources 
have a various of composition. And every relationship 
network involves too many data types, data attributes and 
other factors, which are most very complex. In the process 
of data extraction and analysis, it will produce large 
amounts of irrelevant information, which are not conducive 
to the system’s efficiency and result display. So we make a 
conditions constraint for the data needed by the social 
network analysis. And the condition constraint is ensured 
based on the analysis of the data structure’s common 
characteristics under different business and it does not affect 
the availability of the analysis results. It also has few effect 
on the correctness of the analysis results. After summarizing 
the network characteristics and all kinds of data relation 
structure analyzed by social network analysis, in this 
section, we extract the common characteristics for the 
organization, level and relative fixity of members of the 
network comprised by objects of different database. Finally, 

we conclude a typical extraction model and make it for 
implementation. 

B. The Define And Description Of Relationship 
Extraction Model 

1) Define. 
 In any data structure, A valuable data field or 

combination of data field is called elements. Element is 
mainly composed of element types, elements logo and name 
of the element, where the types for elements is the elements 
code, through which it can determine whether the elements 
of different data sources repress the same meaning, and it 
uses the numbers and letters to display. 
Element identification is the elements’ specific value. The 
name of elements reflects the specific meaning of the 
element. 

Relationship between elements is called elements 
relationship. 

The actual value extracted by Element identification is 
called the node or target. 

After element becomes the special node or target, the 
corresponding elements relationship is called the node-
relationship. 

2) Mathematics matrix description.  
Assuming the type of elements matrix to be U , subsets 

includes people, place, objects, organization, etc, which are 
the collection of specific elements in the data source, 
respectively. The subset of people includes elements such as 
the name, native place, Id Card No and so on. The subset of 
place includes elements such as name, address code and so 
on. The subset of organization contains the elements such as 
name, category, identification code etc.. Due to the specific 
number of child elements in the actual data is not very 
consistent, the elements in the matrix will have a vacancy 
phenomenon, and the actual vacancy position should be set 
to 0 to make it to be a matrix phalanx, that’s, 
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The corresponding matrix with condition constraint is 
I ,that’s, 
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According to users’ requirements, we define different 
matrix with the condition constraint. For example, among 
the subset of people, the unique identification is obtained by 
extracting and combining its name, id number, then the 
child element of the corresponding two positions in this 
bank is 1, others is 0. By this analogy, it extracts the 
cybercafe elements in the subset of place, a phone number 
in the subset of objects and the name in the subset of 
organization. Then the result of this one-relationship is that 
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Finally through calculation, we can get the binary-

relation matrix V , it can reflect the binary-relation such as 
people-people, people-places, people-objects etc.. That’s, 
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C. Relational Algebra Description[5-10] 

Define the elements mode in databases, respectively, 
that’s, 

People--P(PNAME, PADDR, PNUM) 
Places--L(HOTEL, CYBERCAFE, LNUM) 
Objects--I(INAME, PHONENUM, ATTRIBUTE, INUM) 
Organization--R(RNAME, RTYPE, RID)...... 
Here using project operation of relational algebra to 

select several attributes columns to comprise new 

relationship. For example, for element P, to extract name, 
ID No to comprise the element value, which can be 

expressed as )(, PPNUMPNAME . For element L, to extract 

cybercafe to comprise the element value, which can be 

expressed as )(LCYBERCAFE . For element I, to extract 

phone number to comprise the element value, which can be 

expressed as )(IPHONENUM . For element R, to extract 

name to comprise the element value, which can be 

expressed as )(RRNAME . 

In addition, we can use generalized Cartesian product to 
express binary-relationship such as P-P, P-L, P-I, etc.. For 
example, the relationship of P-P can be defined as 

 PtPtttttPP srsr  ,
. 

The relationship of P-L can be defined as 

 LtPttttLP lplp  ,t
. 

The relationship of P-I can be defined as 

 ItPtttttIP ipip  ,
. 

For different application requirements, we can use the 
project operations in the relational algebra to select several 
attributes columns to form the new relationship. And then 
by naturally connecting it can generate new relationship. For 

example, using )(, PPNUMPNAME , )(LCYBERCAFE , 

)(IPHONENUM  and )(RRNAME  to make a natural 

connection, that’s, 

)()(

)()(,
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To generate new relationship, that’s, 
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     (6) 
The extraction process based on conditions constraint is 

shown in Fig. (1). In the relational model, we assume that 
the some fields of the three elements include people, places, 
objects are selected as constraint conditions. Then to judge 
the source data and the system can determine whether it 
have the same node in the different database through the 
types and identity values of different elements in relational 
model. Finally, binary relationship of elements is ultimately 
established. In the list of binary relation, to define people-
places, people-objects, objects-objects such as multiple 
factor relations, and to distinguish by code, then the specific 
node relationship is displayed in the source data.
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Number Types of elements Name of elements
1 1 R People

1.1 101 R XM Name
1.2 102 R JG Native-place
2 2 DD Places

2.1 201 DD LD Hotel
2.2 202 DD WB Cybercafe
3 3 W Objects

3.2 302 W DHHM Telephone number

abbreviation

Number Code Relationship Type of Eelement 1Name of Eelement 1Type of Eelement 2 Name of Eelement 2
1 1 People-Places 1 People 2 Places

1.1 101 101 Name 201 Hotel
1.2 102 Internet relationship 101 People 202 Cybercafe
2 2 People-Organization 1 Name 3 Objects

2.1 201 Phone-affiliations 101 Name 302 Telephone Number
3 3 Organization-Organization 3 Objects 3 Objects

3.1 301 Call-relationship 302 Telephone Number 302 Telephone Number

Accommodation relationship

 

Figure 1 The extraction mode based on conditions constraint 

IV. DESIGN OF RELATIONSHIP NETWORK ANALYSIS SYSTEM 

BASED ON MONGODB 

In the relationship network analysis system based on 
MongoDB, it will be divided into some parts like that the 
data source, data processing, correlation analysis and 
graphical display etc. from the needs of the business. 
Through analysis, business process planning are shown in 
Fig. (2) below. 

Firstly, record of personnel information in a data source, 
communication, internet cafes record, hotel, exit record data 
such as information will be extracted in system. After 
comparison between information, filtering out the data that 
is independent of the repetition, and then after carrying on a 
unified format to deposit in the middle database.  This is a 
process of data processing, it includes extraction, processing, 
alignment, filter from the business. 

 

Figure 2 Business process design 

 

A. The Overall Design Of The System 

The system has two function areas, one is the data 
acquisition at leading end, the other is a comprehensive 
processing at the back-end. Front end collects data from 
multiple different heterogeneous distributed data sources, 

and then make a data sorting, cleaning and storing process, 
and to establish a huge amounts of data mart, which storing 
data after conversion. The back-end makes a comprehensive 
treatment such as reduction, display and analyze for the data 
collected.  

The system adopts hierarchical and modular software 
architecture design. As three layer structure is a kind of 
mature, simple and widely used application architecture, we 
will divided system into data layer, function layer and 
presentation layer. It contains eight main function modules, 
that’s, the data source, the extraction processing, compare 
filtration, mining association analysis, social network 
analysis, image processing, the management of results . The 
overall structure is shown in Fig. (3) as below. 

 

Figure 3 Structure diagram 
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B. MongoDB Document Database 

Mongo is a database with high-performance, open 
source, no model based on distributed file storage [4], it is a 
product between relational databases and the non-relational 
database.  

 
Figure 4. Splash screens of MongoDB 

It has the advantages of key/value storage and the 
advantages of the traditional RDBMS systems at a suit. Fig. 
(4) is the start painting ScreenShots. 

 

C. Data Processing Cycle 

As shown in Fig. (5), in the process of the data 
extraction function, it firstly makes related configuration by 
the user on the service layer such as custom data source 
query, so at the beginning of the extraction services, the 
system can call related queries configuration according to 
the data source and execute SQL statements, do data 
extraction. Finally it will return the simplest node 
relationship set. 

 

 

Figure 5. Flow chart of extraction service processing  
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we mainly give the design method based 
on MongoDB to process big data for relationship network 
system. Then we adopt an extraction model base on the 
basic relationship with constraint. Finally, we find that it’s 
very convenient for big data processing by using the method 
adopted in the paper. 
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